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Abstract

This paper analyses the recent developments and general direction of migration policy in two former Soviet Union countries – Russia and Tajikistan – from the lens of the current narrative in the field of migration research, paying attention to the economic and demographic reasons for migration, its legal and political framework, and the nascent integration and inclusion programs. While explaining the roots of the existing migration policy, and distinguishing between the migration policies of sending and receiving countries, the paper defines such terms as migration regime, migration mechanisms and migration regulations. The paper concludes that Russian migration policy reflects the inconsistency between the de jure liberal principles/norms and their de facto restrictive application. The deeply embedded desire to limit an influx of the “Other” in Russia presents a serious threat to migration policy and the future economic development of the country. By contrast, while developing a comprehensive legislation, Tajikistan lacks the political will and resources to monitor its implementation and progressively demand the delivery of the results.
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A little bit of theory

There is a lack of common terminology for describing national migration policy, strategies, regimes, and mechanisms, and for distinguishing one from another, due, not least, to the broad range of notions included in these terms by academics, practitioners and national stakeholders. Nowadays various terms such as a “migration policy” (Geddes, 2002; Boswell, 2003; Chudinovskikh & Denisenko, 2004; EU Commission, 2015a); “migration regime” (Kosnik, 2014); “migration management” (Thym, 2010, P. 50ff; Gulina, 2016 a, b), “migration control” (Light 2012; Buckley, 1995), and “state control over human mobility” (Torpey, 2000; Geddes, 2002; Eltis, 2002) have been used to describe and analyze state activities in regulating migration flows.

It is important to note that migration strategy, migration policy and migration mechanisms differ from each other, as well as the fact that the migration policy of sending countries vary from the migration policy of receiving countries. In this article, migration policy is understood as “rules (i.e., laws, regulations, and measures) that national states define and [enact] with the objective of affecting the volume, origin, direction, and internal composition of […] migration flows” (Czaika and de Haas, 2013, p. 489). Migration policy as overarching government views, priorities and long term goals related to immigration and emigration – should be distinguished from the migration regime, which is formulated to frame the policy, and depending on the country of migrant origin, migrant educational background, and other circumstances, could for example be liberal, restrictive, or neutral. Migration regime, as Kosnik suggests, is “the outcome of a field of forces where different kinds of agencies and institutions intervene, including migrants themselves” (Kosnik, 2014). The migration regime determines the practical implications of the migration policy in the short- to medium terms. Migration mechanisms such as visas, quotas, residence and work permits, etc, comprise the components of the migration regime. Migration mechanisms together with the migration regime and migration regulations (laws, decrees, strategies) comprise migration policy.

There is a plethora of scholars whose work is based on analysis of migration policy and their key-mechanisms in different countries. Mayda and Patel (Mayda & Patel, 2004) review the migration policies in 14 OECD countries over the period 1980–2010; Bjerre et all (Bjerre et all, 2014) analyse the immigration policies in 33 OECD countries over the same period; Ruhs (2011) compares 46 countries and their migration policies for regulating labor migration in 2009; de Haas et all (de Haas, 2015) tracks migration policy changes in 45 countries between 1945 and 2014. Given previous scholars’ work, the current paper outlines the migration policy specifics of the migrants´ receiving country (Russia) and the migrants´ sending country (Tajikistan).

The German scholar Ulf Rinne views migration policy through two mutually linked components: a) the selection and settlement (“mobilization”) component, which sets the rules for individuals’ entry, exit and stay in the country; and b) integration policies and programs that aim to improve the economic and social outcomes of newcomers (Rinne, 2012). The first type of immigra-
tion policy aims at managing quantity, professional quality, and the educational, gender and social background of immigrants in the host country. Immigration countries use various mechanisms, such as a points-based system (Canada, New Zealand), labor quota (Russia, the USA) and other legal restrictions and/or preferences (EU, EUEA)³.

The second type of immigration policy – or integration policies – include measures such as: a) welcome programs, b) language training, c) labor market programs, and d) anti-discrimination policies (Eurostat, 2011). Without a doubt, programs, initiatives and measures aimed at immigrants’ integration are considered to be the most important component for a successful immigration policy of migrants’ receiving countries (Schulte & Bayat, 2007, p. 22; Craig 2015; Malakhov, 2015; Varshaver & Rocheva, 2016). Both components depend on the state’s and society’s interest in (re)integrating or disconnecting with newcomers.

While Rinne’s scheme accurately reflects migration policy in receiving countries, applying this scheme to sending countries will produce different results. To adequately analyze migration policy in sending countries, the above two components transform into the following:

The selection and settlement component will include measures aimed at: a) the creation of domestic jobs and limiting migration flow abroad; b) assistance in migrant selection and settlement in receiving countries, and c) measures at increasing the employability of migrants;

The integration and reintegration measures include: a) activities aimed at developing repatriation programs and supporting returnees after they come back home; b) protection of its nationals abroad, including social and human rights aspects; and c) agreements aimed at harmonizing social support, pensions, and tax issues between the countries. Migration and (re)integration as facets of public life adopt a specific legal framework depending on subjective and objective factors shaping and influencing it.

Rinus Penninx et al (Penninx, 2008) note that before the 1990s, migration and integration had established themselves as “more or less independent fields of research and theory”. This has led to the striking difference between migration policies’ promises and their application in the real life (Penninx, 2003; Joppke & Moravcsik, 2003). Nowadays integration policies are used to improve the economic and social outcomes of newcomers, to support those settlers who are willing to become a part of the host society and to detect those who are not. In the 1990s, American sociologist John W. Berry put forward four concepts of immigrants’ interaction with their host countries: marginalization, segregation, assimilation and integration (Berry, 1997). Unsurprisingly, countries try to avoid marginalization and segregation, and even assimilation strategies are considered perilous (Spencer, 1997; Hansen, 2000). Integration and re(integration) has become a key element of modern migration policy. However, integration or inclu-

³ The EAEU member states, i.e. Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Armenia, promote the free flow of goods, services, labor and capital among its members. According to the EAEU treaty, member states are not allowed to implement any restrictions on the labor force from other member states. The employers are allowed to hire workers without special permission. Workers can stay in the host country as long as they have a valid employment contract. Without a contract, they are limited to stays of 90 days (like all other CIS citizens).
tion (Duszczyk & Góra, 2012; Houtkamp, 2015) – as the next step of integration – need to take into account those factors which often influence the outcome of migration – country of migrant’s origin, length of their residency, and personal background. Successes of inclusion need to be measured by the wellbeing of migrants and their offspring, elements which are able to show the outcomes and successes of inclusion policy in the best fashion (Saggar et al. 2012, p. 19).

Geographic and Economic Scope and Background

The geographical scope of the current paper is determined by the common historical background, social-linguistic ties between inhabitants, and the high numbers of labor migrants coming from Tajikistan to Russia. Sharing a common “Soviet” past, Russia and Tajikistan have opposite migration flows (with Russia being the receiving country, and Tajikistan being the sending country) and subsequently different political-legal components in their migration policies.

In 2015, the GDP of Tajikistan was 48.40 billion TJS, or about 7.87 billion USD, or above 24% of the GDP, were the recorded remittances of Tajik migrants working in Russia (Agency on Statistics 2016 & Central Bank, 2015). The World Bank provides an even higher number – according to its estimates for 2014, Tajikistan remittances contributed to up to 42% of the GDP, equaling 3.1 billion USD. In 2015, when the number of Tajik migrants in Russia decreased by 3.8 percent due to the economic crisis and the fall of the ruble, the estimated decline in remittance receipts in Tajikistan was as high as 24% (World Bank, 2016).

More than 1.5 million foreign workers are employed in Russia annually on the basis of labor patents (RIA Novosti 2015). Tajikistan provides the second-largest number of labor migrants to Russia after Uzbekistan. The leading Russian demographic expert Zhanna Zayonchkovskaya expects that by 2030, labour migrants from Tajikistan will replace labour migrants from Uzbekistan as the largest ethnic migrant group on the territory of the Russian Federation. (Zayonchkovskaya, 2016).

Before the devaluation of the Russian rouble, more than 84% of all labour migrants from Tajikistan chose Russia as their destination country, with the rest going to Ukraine, Kazakhstan and other countries (Ryazantsev, 2016). With high numbers of people of employment age and the low level of infrastructure development and a limited domestic labour market, 9% to 25% of the Tajik population of employment age goes abroad for work. According to official data from the Migration Department of the Republic of Tajikistan, 744 000 labour migrants were registered in 2013 (about 9% of the total Tajik population of 8 million). Local experts estimate that up to 2 million Tajik citizens are migrants who travel abroad for varying periods of time, usually for labour (WHO Europe, 2014). The majority of them choose Russia as their final destination. If in today’s Russia one worker leaving the country is replaced with 12 who arrive, in Tajikistan, one newcomer entering the country is replaced with 600 who leave (Rayazantzev & Horie, 2011, p. 44).

And this is not surprising – in 2009, the average monthly salary in Tajikistan was equivalent to 68.6 USD, which is the lowest wage in the Commonwealth of In-
dependent States. In contrast, average salaries in Russia in 2009 were 689 USD. Unemployment rates were 5.5% in 2013 in Russia, and 11.6% in Tajikistan, which is the highest in the region (Ryazantsev, 2016). Work abroad remains the most important factor in the economic development of the country where unemployment is the highest among young people and women.

Russia needs the labor force and demographic potential that immigrants bring, as it belongs to the category of countries with a shrinking population, birth rates below substitution and rapidly increasing numbers of people of old age. According to the Russian statistics office, the numbers of people of employment age has been decreasing since 2011 and will continue its sharp decrease during the 21st century. In 2011–2020 the number of people of employment age will decrease by 9 million or a staggering 8–10% of the total (Klepach, 2013). In 2014, the Federal State Statistics Service of the Russian Federation presented three possible demographic estimates for Russia, with low, medium, and high demographic scenarios which differ significantly from one another in terms of migration gain (the breakdown of migration inflow and outflow). According to the low scenario, the Russian population will be 145,404,600 by 2025, and will experience a migration gain of only 211,800 people. The medium forecast indicates a population of 148,341,600, with a migration gain of 338,900. The high scenario predicts 150,704,000 people and up to 466,100 in migration gain. In all three scenarios net migration is a significant variable. However, the low and medium scenarios imply a general depopulation (a decline of 490,000 people in the low scenario and 36,900 people in the medium scenario) and indicate migration inflow as a way to maintain the current population size (Gulina, 2016; Federal State Statistics, 2015).

In contrast, in Tajikistan, in 2000–2012, the population increased by 29.4%, and is currently 8.2 million, which is 42% more than in 1991, when Tajikistan became independent. The majority of these people are of employment age (15–64), and the proportion of the population in this category is rapidly increasing – in 2011 it comprised 61% of the total population. This creates stress for the economy and problems in providing employment for these people (Cooperation Program of the ILO and Tajikistan 2013).

Cumulatively, these factors raise a number of unique demographic, economic and development issues both for Russia and Tajikistan, underlining these countries interdependence on each other for economic growth and development, and stimulating the need for active collaboration in the migration sphere.

Development of migration policy and institutions

Russia

One can identify five stages in the development of the immigration legislation in the Russian Federation. The first (preparatory) stage, in 1997–2002, included the creation of a legal framework – the adoption of the Citizenship Law of 2002 (Law on Citizenship, 2002) and Law 115-FZ On the Legal Status of Foreign Nationals in Russian Federation of 2002 (Law on Legal Status, 2002), as well as the concept of Russia’s demographic development until 2015 (Demographic Concept, 2015) – the instruments which set out the main principles for
regulating migration. These laws specified the types of documents mandatory for foreign citizens and stateless persons residing in the RF: “vid na vremennoye prozhivaniye” – temporary residence permit, and “vid na zhitel’stvo” – permanent residence permit, and established requirements for the acquisition and loss of citizenship.

The second stage, in 2002–2006, signified the further development of migration mechanisms with the introduction of employment quotas for labor migrants arriving in Russia on the visa-regime, expanded and clearly specified the powers given to the Federal Migration Service (FMS), and signed agreements on labor migration within the CIS countries. Migrants from the CIS were generally exempted from the visa-regime. The institute of citizenship took form, with a somewhat simplified process for granting citizenship to citizens of the CIS. The definition of state interests within migration policy has taken place, as the country has started developing legislation and policy to further its strategic goals and national interests, with more detailed migration policies and strategies.

The third stage, in 2007–2009, called by national experts “a liberal revolution”, included a) the simplification of the rules for hiring and registering labor migrants arriving in Russia on the visa-free regime, b) the introduction of employment quotas for migrants arriving in Russia on the visa-free regime, and c) reallocation of a portion of the migrant workforce from central Russia to the other regions such as the Urals, Siberia and the Far East.

The fourth stage began in 2010 and continued until 2015, with further detalization of migration mechanisms. Work patents for individuals arriving on the visa-free regime which allowed them to lawfully reside and work in the RF were introduced; companies received the chance to hire highly qualified professionals beyond the quotas set by the government; fingerprinting labor migrants arriving in Russia on the visa-free regime, when they are issued work permits, was introduced (Gradirovsky, 2010). Russia has started negotiations and entered into agreements with key labour migrant sending countries, in order to ensure a regulated migrant flow and implementation of the rules.

Presently Russia is going through the fifth stage, characterized by a striking lack of consistency. On one hand, the new Concept of Migrations strategy until 2025 (Migration Concept, 2012) for the first time recognized that migration is necessary to address the changes in the demographics of the country and counterbalance the decrease in the population. The Strategy has shifted from being concentrated on “limiting” migration flows, overcoming “migration crisis” and seeing migration as a threat to the security and wellbeing of the country, to paying more attention to attracting highly educated migrant pools and increasing the migration profile of the country abroad. The realization that Russia needs a migration influx for maintaining its labour market in order to compensate for the demographic decrease of the population was long overdue.

Another positive development happened after the involvement of the Russian Constitutional Court in 2015, bringing the policy in line with international standards. In 2015, the Constitutional Court found a restrictive rule outlined in the law “On the rules for exit from and entry to the Russian Federation”,
the law “On the legal status of foreign nationals”, and law “On prevention of the spread of disease caused by HIV in the Russian Federation” requiring that migrants need to present an HIV-free certificate in order to enter Russia, to be unconstitutional (Constitutional Court, 2015).

At the same time, there are other legislative initiatives that could be seen as being anti-immigrant and strictly region-oriented. Federal law N 207 of July 27, 2013 introduced regionally differentiated liabilities for violating immigration rules⁴. The Law 376-FZ, adopted at the end of 2013, introduced certain restrictions on the entry of migrants from the CIS countries, the so called 90 out of 180 days’ regulation (Federal Law N 36 FZ), as well as sanctions, both for foreign and Russian nationals, for violating the registration requirements (“Rubber Apartments” Law). In January, 2015 a new system of obtaining patents was introduced, with stricter liability for violating patent terms. The new rules include requirements to pass a Russian language test, proof of knowledge of Russian history and the basics of the legislation, and proof of medical insurance. These examples of anti-immigration policy may be the tip of the iceberg, and some certainly seem geared toward constructing a restrictive migration regime for the citizens of the CIS.

New evidence of restrictive migration policy trends took place at the beginning of 2016, when power and duties of the Federal Migration Service were transferring from under the auspices of the Government of the Russian Federation to the Ministry of the Interior, thus underlining the law-enforcement incline in the policy as such, and emphasizing the view of migration as something that needs to be restricted and contained (Gulina & Utyasheva, 2016; Decree, 2016).

**Tajikistan**

After the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Tajikistan, as with other countries of the former Soviet Union, had no experience in how to regulate migration and had no expertise related to policy development in this area. A national migration agency did not exist, and the necessity of its creation was not immediately apparent to decision-makers. Military conflicts created refugees and internally displaced persons requiring support and social protection. Transparent borders made easy transnational travel at a time when citizenship status was not defined and many people remained in neighboring countries without proper identification for years and even decades. Statistical data collection on migration did not exist.

---

⁴ For example, the failure of a foreign national or a person without citizenship to properly register in Moscow, the Moscow oblast, St. Petersburg, or the Leningrad oblast is punishable by an administrative fine of between 5,000 to 7,000 rubles (about $200) and deportation from the Russian Federation (see Article 18.8 on the Code of Administrative Offences). Yet the same violation committed in other parts of the Russian Federation entails administrative fines of between 2,000 to 5,000 rubles with or without deportation. In fact, the law says that foreigners who breach immigration rules in Moscow ought to be deported, while in other Russian regions they might be allowed to stay. A similar territorial-specific approach to employers’ responsibilities is manifest in new versions of Article 18.15 (on the “Unlawful engagement of a foreign citizen or person without citizenship in labor activities in the Russian Federation”) and Article 18.16 (“Violation of the rules of engagement of foreign citizens and persons without citizenship in labor activities at trade outlets, including shopping complexes”). A violation of these rules leads to fines ranging from 400,000 to 1,000,000 rubles (up to $30,000) for employers in Moscow, and only 250,000 to 800,000 rubles in the regions.
Over the next few decades however, after realizing the necessity and importance of migration policy, Tajikistan produced a relatively high number of migration concepts and strategies, and currently possesses a developed and constantly updated legislative and normative framework on migration and employment. The development of the legislation and policy framework in Tajikistan could be divided into three main stages. The first stage (1998–2008) concentrated on the establishment of institutions and regulations, trying at the same time to determine its direction and priorities for the future. Thus, in 1998, Tajikistan became one of the first Central Asian states to adopt a Concept of State Migration Policy (Tajikistan’s Migration Concept, 1998). In June 2001, Tajikistan adopted the Concept for Labour Migration by Tajik Citizens Abroad (Tajikistan’s Government Regulation, 2001), that encouraged unemployed citizens to become migrant workers in other countries. The second stage (transition stage) – 2008–2010 – while continuing to build institutional capacity, saw a temporary setback when many migrants were forced to return home because of the economic crisis of 2008 in Russia, and Tajikistan came to realize the necessity of negotiating its interests on a political level in order to facilitate the employment and status of its citizens abroad. This stage sparked conversation about the protection of Tajik labour migrants abroad.

The current third stage – 2010–2016 – includes further realization of national priorities, including attempts at redirecting and expanding migration flows from Tajikistan, protection of the rights and interests of migrant workers, raising their social guarantees, skills and potential of the labour force. This stage’s political rhetoric underlines that the current high number of migrants is a temporary phase in the country’s development. Observers note that all the migration documents of Tajikistan had one principal flaw – the envisaged activities were neither financially supported nor connected to specific implementation plans and plans of action. The lack of implementation, including a lack of finances for putting strategies into effect, lack of political will to insist on it, and lack of developed action plans and ministerial responsibility for accountability hindered effective implementation of the migration policy in the country. It remains to be seen, if this stage in Tajikistan will be accompanied by a more comprehensive implementation of migration priorities.


The legislative framework of the current stage could be seen as part of a complex, as one body of legislation with defined objectives and priorities, with migration issues streamlined into other normative document. Migration issues as a de-
velopment factor is taken into consideration in the Migration strategy. Labour migration issues play a significant role in the National Development Strategy (2015), and the Poverty Reduction Strategy for 2011–2012 of Tajikistan (GIZ, 2012). The National Program on the Enhancement of Employment (2004), also prioritizes the creation of new jobs, new mechanisms for partnerships between employers and employment agencies aimed at creating new jobs, the creation of a database of available vacancies, and measures aimed at determining demand and supply in the area of employment (no 19, para. 41).

The migration strategy is meant to regulate and manage labour migration, in order to incorporate migration policy in a broad developmental model and to elaborate sensible and thought-through policies with a specific road map for implementation and financing. It serves as the main guiding document for the implementation of the objectives of the National Development Strategy in the area of labour migration management, giving priority to the creation of new employment and the upgrading of existing jobs, the preparation of migrants for work abroad, and the protection of labour migrants’ rights and interests in other countries.

The stated priority of migration policy in Tajikistan is the creation of employment in Tajikistan itself, with labour migration seen as a temporary measure aimed at reducing pressure within the country. Curbing illegal migration, and the creation of bilateral and multilateral agreements directed at migrant protection, as well as the establishment of new markets through the development of international cooperation, are among the stated priorities of the government. The National Strategy of Labour migration of citizens of the Republic of Tajikistan abroad for 2011–2015 (hereafter Strategy) proposes activities for the reform of the outdated existing system. The main directions of the Strategy are more people-focused that in previous documents, including social-economic and legal protection for migrant workers, and the high quality professional education of migrants. The overarching message of the Strategy is that migrant labour is not a commodity, but rather an asset of the country, to be cherished, preserved and developed. The Strategy also mentions the necessity of measures aimed at forming a positive image of Tajik migrants abroad.

Migration mechanisms

Migration mechanisms form part of the migration policies, and consist of rules for entry, stay and exit. They are designed to manage the flow of migrants and exist to ensure residence permits, labour certificates and visa grants are in line with the government’s annual planning level. States possess the broad authority to regulate the movement of foreign nationals across their borders and on their territory through passports, visa-admissions, a points based system, quotas, residence provisions, exclusion and expulsion of aliens, and frontier controls (Martin, 2003, pp. 31–3). Due to space limitations, in-depth discussion of the visa regime is beyond the scope of this paper and we therefore concentrate on migration mechanisms more closely related to the discussed topic instead (i.e. the right work).
**Russia**

The rules of entry to and exit from the Russian Federation, visa arrangements and the legal status of foreigners and stateless persons on the territory of Russian Federation are ruled by laws on the Legal Status of Foreigners of 2002, Legal Entry To and Exit From the Territory of RF of 1996, and the Migration Registration of Foreigners and Stateless Persons of 2006. Russian migration policy uses diverse migration mechanisms, i.e. quotas, temporary work permits, patents (and various requirements to get them, such as culture and language exams) both for labour migration and resettlement on the territory of Russia.

As part of its migration mechanisms, the Russian government sets up temporary residency permit quotas for foreigners according to Article 6 of the Law on Legal Status of Foreigners. According to Government Regulation N 2197-P of October 29, 2015, the annual quota for temporary residency permits was set at 125,900 in 2016; 151,175 in 2015; and 146,627 in 2014. A temporary residency permit might be granted to a foreign national on the territory of the Russian Federation outside the quota (Art. 6–3, Law on Legal Status of Foreigners) in cases whereby he/she:

- Was born on the territory of the RSFSR and was a citizen of USSR;
- Is married to a citizen of the Russian Federation residing on the territory of Russia;
- Has at least one disabled parent who is a citizen of the Russian Federation;
- Has a child who is a citizen of the RF;
- Has invested the amount set by the Government of the RF, etc.

Additionally, the Russian government annually introduces educational quotas for foreign nationals interested in obtaining secondary education, advanced education, or doctoral and post-doctoral education programs on the territory of Russia (Government Regulation 2013). In 2014, the educational quota for foreign nationals was 15,000, including participants in the Compatriot Return Program (Ministry of Education Decree, 2014).

Some important migration mechanisms that set Russia apart from many other countries, and deserve to be discussed in this article, are those in the State Program of Support to Voluntary Return to the RF of Compatriots Residing Abroad (hereafter: Compatriots Return Program).

The Compatriots Return Program serves as an instrument to help solve the country’s demographic and economic problems. Russian regions are divided into territories with priority resettlement and other territories (President Decree, 2012). Before 2013, regions of Russia participating in Russia’s State Program of Support to Voluntary Return to the Russian Federation of Compatriots Residing Abroad had been divided into three categories: border territories strategically important for Russia and characterized by shrinkage of the population” were registered as the category of priority settlement (category A); territories where large investment projects are carried out requiring mass participation of resettlers due to the labor force shortage on the local market (category B); territories with stable economic development where over the past three or more years the overall population size has been falling or population drain had been recorded (category C) (Law 99-FZ).
Nowadays, the regions of Russia participating in Russia’s State Program of Support to Voluntary Return to the Russian Federation of Compatriots Residing Abroad are divided into two categories: territories with priority resettlement and other territories (President Decree, 2012).

The Compatriot Return Program’s participants enjoy the highest level of state support in the Far Eastern and Siberian Federal Districts, particularly in the Republic of Buryatia, Khabarovsk Region, Magadan Region, Sakhalin Regions, the Jewish Autonomous Area, etc. It could be argued that the heavy emphasis on the relocation of compatriots was dictated by the country’s desire to limit its migration flows to culturally homogeneous and ethnically Russian citizens of the former USSR, and had its roots in the historic unease with different cultures and lack of interest in integrating migrants, and adapting society to a more tolerant and diverse environment.

**Tajikistan**

The rules of entry to and exit from Tajikistan are ruled by the law of the Republic of Tajikistan on the legal status of foreign citizens, and the Rules on Stay in Tajikistan for foreign nationals (Tajikistan’s Law on Legal Status, 1996; Tajikistan’s Government Decree, 1999). Foreign citizens need entry and exit visas, and if foreign citizens stay in Tajikistan for longer than 6 months they need a residence permit (Art 5).

As outlined above, the selection and settlement component in a sending country includes measures aimed at: a) the creation of domestic jobs and limiting migration flow abroad; b) assistance in migrant selection and settlement in receiving countries, and c) measures at increasing the employability of migrants in general.

As mentioned above, one of the stated national priorities of Tajikistan is to increase economic development in the country by creating domestic jobs. The State Program on the Employment of Citizens of the Republic of Tajikistan (2014–2015) emphasizes domestic job creation, improving the economic outlook of the country and encouraging entrepreneurship and small business creation, as well as government support for unemployed and vulnerable groups. It also includes assisting people in finding employment domestically, cooperation between employment agencies and employers in order to ensure synergy in the direction and mechanisms of creating new jobs, and helping people improve their employability. In order to increase employability of certain vulnerable groups, there are a number of activities, such as quotas, promotion of education and vocational training and re-training, self-employment and small business, and professional counseling. Measures aimed at an increased employability of youth are given priority (Tajikistan’s State Program on Employment, 2014).

Tajikistan’s extensive network of State Migration Services cover every region of the country and several offices in Russia work primarily to provide assistance with migrant selection and settlement in receiving countries. The Migration service operates a network of pre-departure centres for counseling and training migrant workers. However, according to observers, the State Migration Service is a weak institution which, despite its wide institutional mandate, struggles to fully achieve its mandate. It only registered 10% of the entire number
of labour migrants, and struggles to operate the system of professional education and training. A network of private employment/recruiting agencies was created to help prospective migrants find employment in the receiving country. In addition, the government developed a labour market information system, designed to help connect employers and job seekers. However, due to the lack of regulation capacities and low demand by potential migrants, the impact of these initiatives is low (GIZ, 2012, p. 5).

Tajikistan operates on bilateral agreements with destination countries aimed at protecting the rights and interests of migrants, and educational and professional development. For example, it directs increasingly more energy to the adaptation of its workers in Russia, helping them find employment in the host country, adapting their skills to the host country’s job market, and even providing vocational training for professions in demand in Russia, and assisting migrants in getting necessary papers and obtaining employment abroad. It also signs bilateral agreements between host and source countries related to labour migration, promoting cooperation between host and source countries' employment agencies (Tajikistan-Kuwait Agreement of August 16, 2011; Russia-Tajikistan Agreements of 1992 and of 2013).

Currently, the Russian-Tajik intergovernmental commission has prepared a series of additional accords complimenting the framework migration agreement, aimed at providing the organized and orderly recruitment of migrants to Russia by official Russian agencies; strengthening the information flow about persons violating visa and migration regimes, and signing agreements about re-admission (which presupposes Tajikistan's consent to take back irregular migrants deported from Russia). One notable gap in the discussed normative framework is the absence of performance evaluation indicators, responsible agencies, action plans and a clearly defined time frame for the implementation and monitoring of the above documents.

It is important to mention that both countries are currently engaged in intergovernmental discussions about the introduction of a visa regime for the nationals of Central Asian countries in order to enter Russia. In early 2013, members of the Communist Party and the Liberal Democratic Party of Russia proposed amendments to the migration legislation in order to introduce visas for Central Asian nationals entering the territory of Russia. The idea has been discussed broadly for a number of years but so far it has not come to fruition due to the demographic, economic and geopolitical interests of Russia in those regions (Gulina, 2013). The discussion is however continuing.

Nowadays, an apt management of migration flows, which includes decisions on visa arrangements, is part of the political process which defines and is being defined by economic, political and socio-cultural relations between countries (Berg et al, 2006; Sedelmeyer, 2002). Both current cases – Russian and Tajikistan – have shown this in a clear way. A visa regime restricts a person's freedom while enabling nation states to make individual decisions about the need for or desirability of any single person’s sojourn in the country (Salter, 2004). A visa-free regime means a high level of trust and confidence between the states that have mutually agreed to it and enhances the degree of citizens’ freedom.
Migration mechanisms as a part of integration policy

Russia

Russia presently does not have an integration strategy. Discourse on immigrant integration is limited to strategies such as an obligation to pay for a Russian language course and an obligation to get a Russian language proficiency certificate. In 2010, the former Federal Migration Service, established a Board for Promoting Integration (FMS Order, 2012). The Board’s departments were authorized to develop a strategy for integration and interaction with NGOs and ethnic organizations, and to liaise with the public and the media at a federal level. The creation of the Board had not been followed by the creation of similar agencies under the patronages of regional migration services nor did it have an impact on the law-enforcement practice. As a result of misleading policies toward newcomers, the general population still sees migrants in Russia as a threat that needs to be subject to tough controls, and not as people in need of integration support:

- 71% of Russians are convinced that immigrants are mostly criminals and support their deportation.
- 73% support tough measures by the authorities against immigrants.
- 53.3% view them as ignoring Russian language and culture, and having difficulties in communication.
- 42.3% characterize them as low skilled and poorly educated persons.
- 35% are irritated by the “untidy and repulsive appearances” of newcomers.
- 18.7% disapprove of their bad manners and indelicacy (Levada, 2013).

However, there are a number of initiatives towards immigrants, at least in theory, designed to facilitate their adaptation to modern Russia.

The urgency of language unity was stated by President V. Putin, when in 2002 he mentioned that “it is important that newcomers have a chance for adaptation in the country. Reaching this goal is our elementary requirement to the newcomers wishing to live and work in Russia, their readiness to learn Russian culture and language” (Putin, 2012). Since then, the reasons for which Russian language proficiency needs to be proven, has expanded.

First, a Russian language test, as a precondition for obtaining citizenship of the Russian Federation, was introduced by the Decree of the Russian President on November 14, 2002 (President Decree, 2002a). Ten years later, language requirements had significantly broadened and included migrants working in social spheres. In November, 2012 the new law came in force, obliging migrants employed in the field of housing and communal services, trade and consumer services, to pass an examination comprising the Russian Language, Russian History and Basics of the Russian Legislation (Federal Law N 185 FZ). A foreign citizen submitting an application for a work permit or extension of a work permit in the fields of housing and communal services, trade and consumer services is required to provide a document proving their knowledge of the Russian language.

This rule is being developed further: the introduction of compulsory examinations in the Russian Language, Russian History and Basics of the Rus-
Russian Legislation must be introduced to all foreigners regardless of their status and legal document. The draft mentions that such provision will ensure a more effective social adaptation and integration of migrants into Russian society and at the same time will contribute to easing tensions and preventing threats to interracial harmony.

A number of regional and local programs exist in Russia aimed at immigrants’ deeper knowledge of Russian language and culture. For example, since 2012, St. Petersburg has run the Program for Harmonization of Intercultural, Interethnic and Interfaith Relations, Promoting a Culture of Tolerance for Newcomers in St. Petersburg (St. Petersburg’s Program, 2010). Within the framework of the program various courses and educational activities for immigrants have been organized. The special language and adaptation courses for women and youths designed by the NGO “International Information Centre” and the Regional Office of the Commissioner for Human Rights in the Sverdlovsk Region has been popular among migrants in this region.

Adaptation of migrants through community initiatives

There are few initiatives towards immigrants’ adaptation supported and structured by the civil society sector in Russia. Targeting the change in the situation at the end of 2013, the Ministry of Regional Development developed a document that established financial and institutional assistance and support from the state to the NGOs dealing with the social and cultural adaptation and integration of immigrants. The idea of adaptation and integration appeared in Russian immigration discourse as part of the FMS’ initiative in March, 2014. The government planned to require the new immigrants coming into Russia to sign an “adaptation contract” upon arrival if they wished to obtain a residence card and/or working permit (Law Draft, 2014). This idea is still under consideration.

(RE)Integration policy of Tajikistan

Integration and reintegration measures in the sending countries include: a) activities aimed at developing repatriation programs and using skills of returnees in the domestic labour market after they are back home; b) protection of its citizens abroad, including social and human rights aspects; and c) agreements aimed at harmonizing social support, pensions, and tax issues between sending and receiving countries.

Tajikistan has achieved some headway in developing its job-market and its national economy. National analysis shows that the jobless rate in the country have been slowly falling, with new jobs created in agriculture, food and sales. However, the number of people working in the manufacturing sector has fallen, resulting in the de-industrialization of the economy (Ryazantsev, 2016).

Tajik migrant workers could be divided into two groups, the first being seasonal workers who come to work in agriculture and construction, and who typically return home for the colder months. This group of Tajik citizens comprises 75–80% of all seasonal migrant workers in Russia (Ibid). The second group remains in Russia for extended periods, but frequently lacks legal status. Therefore, any questions on the social protection of migrants after and during their employ-
Challenges and negative consequences posed by the violation of migrants’ rights

The challenges posed by migration with the gaps in regulation and policy are largely predicated on the lack of cooperation and coordination between the interests and migration policies of the receiving country and the sending country. The negative consequences of the current mismatch between the migration policies of Tajikistan and Russia has resulted in migrants’ human rights violations, a lack of social protection and guarantees, and a growing level of xenophobia and anti-migrant movements among the general public in Russia. Migrants’ rights are part of modern migration policies and abuses of migrants’ rights are one of the most hotly debated issues today (Abashin, Pashkova, Varschauer).

Right to Education

Numerous facts on immigrant workers’ children being denied admission into public schools are reflected in the “Memorial” report on “The situation of children from vulnerable groups in the Russian Federation” (Memorial Alternative Report, 2014, pp. 31–34). The report rates amongst the discrimination practices, the requirement of migrant parents to provide additional documents to enroll their children into a public school, made by authorized educational bodies, based on the Order of the Education Committee of St. Petersburg N 1674 from 07.07.2012. It is estimated that there are 138,000 children from Tajikistan in Russia, which is almost 12% of all foreign minors in the country. Although, theoretically, there should be no barriers for children of migrants to enroll in day-care or school in Russia, in reality, it is often unaffordable.
### Right to health care

The right to quality and professional medical care is dependent on the immigrant’s legal status, residence permit, the existence of an employment contract, and the certificate of compulsory health insurance (CHI).

Among all of the above-mentioned documents, the certificate of compulsory health insurance is the most significant for getting health care services in Russia. Its existence means that the foreign national is employed on the territory of Russian Federation through an employment contract, and that his/her employer contributes, as required by law, compulsory health insurance fees to the Federal Compulsory Medical Insurance Fund and their territorial health insurance offices (Federal Law N 212-FZ). According to Regulation N 186 of Rendering Medical Assistance to Foreign Citizens, approved by the Government of the Russian Federation in March, 2013, only those immigrants can get free (unpaid) access to professional health care services in Russia.

However, there are difficulties in realization of the right to health care for immigrants due to the “wasteful costs of medical insurance policy, lack of motivation for employers to protect the immigrant workers’ health and the lack of free choice among medical facilities in case of compulsory medical examination” (Kuznetsova & Mukharyamova, 2014). To solve these problems, the Russian Ministry of Labor and Social Protection introduced, in June 2013, draft legislation obligating employers and their employees to buy private, voluntary medical insurance. According to the authorities’ information, the initial cost of the voluntary medical insurance could be from 500 Rub up to 12000Rub (Yevplanov, 2013) and could resolve the difficulties in realization of the right to professional medical care for immigrants.

Before 2011, according to reports, there had been no problems with migrant children obtaining health care, even when they did not have the necessary documents. More than 70% of migrant children received the necessary health care, more than half of them free of charge. Since 2011, the situation has changed, and healthcare departments currently refuse to provide free healthcare to children of migrants, as they do not possess the CHI (Florinskaya).

### The right to a pension and unemployment benefits

The serious legal obstacles for ensuring the social rights of migrants were and are the non-admission of foreign citizens and stateless persons into the social security system of Russia. The pension benefits and medical insurance schemes are closed to most newcomers (Shokhzoda, 2012). At the end of January 2014, the Russian Ministry of Labor sent the cabinet of ministers draft legislation obligating employers to buy sickness and maternity insurance for those workers who work in Russia but do not have either a permanent or temporary residence permit. Since January 1, 2015, maternity leave benefits, unemployment and pension benefits are available only to employees – citizens of the Eurasian Economic Union and Tajik labour migrants are still excluded from these social protection schemes.

In early 2016, Tajikistan and Russia announced an end to negotiations regarding pension provisions for Tajik labour migrants working in Russia. It is announced that currently, experts from both countries are working out the details...
of these agreements, as well as their implementation plan. The extent to which these agreements will be implemented and reinforced remains an open question. Russia and Tajikistan unfortunately have a history of failed negotiations, and agreements that never come to fruition, or which work for a short time only. For example, on October 29, 2013, the governments of Russia and Tajikistan signed an agreement on streamlining labour migration. In particular, it was decided to extend the term of the work permit from one to three years. Unfortunately, this provision was enforced for just over one year, and in 2014 Russia annulled this agreement and introduced labour patents.

Conclusions

The above analysis shows the close ties and dependencies that Russia and Tajikistan have. It also shows the power imbalance in the relationships of the two countries which impact policy development and implementation. Russia and Tajikistan as countries with diverse migration profiles (receiving country vs. sending country) confirm that national migration policy must take into account the demographic, economic and social needs of the country.

In order to achieve its proclaimed goals of improving its economic outlook and demographic situation, Russian needs to clearly face the reality that it needs a coherent and human-friendly migration policy, comprehensible migration mechanisms that are rooted in diversity, tolerance, and respect for human rights. Russia has a lot to learn in terms of integration mechanisms and ways of modifying migration flows.

In the case of Russia, making the country unattractive to migrants and posing unreasonable requirements will not help it achieve its economic development goals. Russia has proven to be a country with very strict but unclear immigration rules and implementation practices. Russian immigration policy is veiled in seemingly liberal slogans although its application is explicitly illiberal. Nowadays Russian reality is likely to teach immigrants coming to Russia a hard lesson.

In the case of Tajikistan, paying less attention to (re)integration migration mechanisms will force a dependence on migrant remittances and outwards migration. Tajikistan proclaims migration as a way to alleviate poverty at a national level, but the country faces a lack of coherent migration policy, and the impact of migrants returning from abroad to their country of origin and spending money in Tajikistan is also limited.

Both countries posed by gaps in their national migration policies and the lack of coordination between the migration mechanisms of Russia and Tajikistan. The current management of migration, in and between both countries, shows that each sets its migration policy less dependently of the other. The negative consequences of the current migration policy mismatch are rooted in migrant’s human rights violations and the negative presumptions about migrants among Russian inhabitants.
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